Schweizerischer Turnverband
Fédérationsuisse de gymnastique
Federazione svizzera di ginnastica

The Swiss Gymnastics Federation is looking for a

Head (m/f) of up and coming gymnasts and
EJC coach (100%) in Rhythmic Gymnastics
Goal:
To provide technical and gymnastics education to the up and coming and junior athletes to such a level as to
allow Switzerland to qualify to the Olympic Games and to reach the finals in Rhythmic Gymnastics World and
European Championships.
Tasks:
 To lead the up and coming and junior squads as well as the trainers team working in this field
 To coordinate the education and the implementation of the Head Coach technical instructions within the
regional performance centres as well as during centralized training courses
 To provide technical assistance to regional performance centres and to visit them regularly
 To organize and put in place the gathering of the (up and coming and junior) squads
 To organize and put in place the squads selection processes
 To monitor and analyse the development of performances by the up and coming gymnasts
 As the responsible coach, to lead and prepare the EJC group to take part in the EJC (one year before the
EJC group)
 To select, prepare and accompany gymnasts for the individual EJC
 To cooperate to the Rhythmic Gymnastics competition and education programs
 To work in tight cooperation with the Rhythmic Gymnastics Head Coach
Requirements:
A Coach Certificate at the highest level (Switzerland: coach diploma (DTL), France: State brevet of sports
instructor 2nd level, Germany: coach diploma from the Köln Academy or equivalent education)
 Several years of professional experience
 Leadership skills
 Resistance to stress and ability to assert oneself
 Organisation skills
 Capacity to work in a systematic and independent way
 Driving licence
 Fluency in German and/or French
 Readiness to learn an additional national language is expected.


Place of work:
Switzerland as a whole
Entry into service:
January 1, 2020 or upon agreement
Please find the usual candidature file (with a picture and your salary requirements) by August 15, 2019 to the
following address:
Swiss Gymnastics Federation
Felix Stingelin
Head of Elite Sport
CP
5001 Aarau
For any additional information, please contact Felix Stingelin (+41 (0)62 837 82 00) who will provide you with
any information you may require.
Bahnhofstrasse 38
Postfach, 5001 Aarau
Telefon 062 837 82 00
Fax 062 824 14 01
stv@stv-fsg.ch

